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Abstract: Early detection of people’s suspicious behaviors can aid in the prevention of crimes and
make the community safer. Existing methods that are focused on identifying abnormal behaviors
from video surveillance that are based on computer vision, which are more suitable for detecting
ongoing behaviors. While criminals intend to avoid abnormal behaviors under surveillance, their
suspicious behaviors prior to crimes will be unconsciously reflected in the trajectories. Herein, we
characterize several suspicious behaviors from unusual movement patterns, unusual behaviors,
and unusual gatherings of people, and analyze their features that are hidden in the trajectory data.
Meanwhile, the algorithms for suspicious behavior detection are proposed based on the main features
of the corresponding behavior, which employ spatiotemporal clustering, semantic annotation, outlier
detection, and other methods. A practical trajectory dataset (i.e., TucityLife) containing more than
1000 suspicious behaviors was collected, and experiments were conducted to verify the effectiveness
of the proposed method. The results indicate that the proposed method for suspicious behavior
detection has a recall of 93.5% and a precision of 87.6%, demonstrating its excellent performance in
identifying the possible offenders and potential target places. The proposed methods are valuable for
preventing city crime and supporting the appropriate allocation of police resources.

Keywords: suspicious behavior; trajectory data mining; community safety; ubiquitous computing;
pattern detection; predictive policing

1. Introduction

There is a growing demand for community safety in cities, and predictive policing
has received much attention in preventing crimes [1,2]. The early detection of suspicious
behaviors can be used by law enforcement to efficiently deploy their resources to prevent
criminal behavior [3]. Specifically, suspicious activity is any observed behavior that could
indicate a person may be involved in a crime or about to commit a crime. Nowadays,
citizens are encouraged to report suspicious behaviors in their neighborhood to help
the police make the community safer, such as the Neighborhood Watch Program in the
United States and the Safe Residence Program operated in the Algarve [4,5]. However,
detecting suspicious behavior through police patrol and resident reports lacks automation
and is time-consuming. Current studies of people’s abnormal behavior detection have
focused on identifying abnormal behaviors from video surveillance data that are based on
computer vision [6,7]. Unfortunately, this approach is suitable for detecting ongoing violent
behaviors, such as fights and brawls, but not for suspicious behaviors before committing
crimes. The early detection of people’s suspicious behaviors is crucial for reducing crimes
and improving the overall quality of life.

Criminology studies explain why crimes are carried out at a particular place against
a specific target, providing the theoretical foundation for suspicious behavior detection.
Environmental criminology, including the rational choice theory [8], routine activity the-
ory [9], and situational precipitators of crime [10], have emphasized the importance of
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an appropriate opportunity and a suitable target. Accordingly, the offender (e.g., theft)
searches for a suitable crime scene and target to conduct criminal activities around places
and the paths among them. Besides, crime studies increasingly adopt a foraging perspective
when exploring criminal activities [11]. The adopted foraging perspective emphasizes that
offenders learn about their environment when committing the first offence in a particular
location [12]. The acquired knowledge reduces offenders’ uncertainty about targets. For
instance, a burglar or terrorist may loiter around and repeatedly observe the intended
crime scenes. Consequently, even if criminals are aware of most of their behaviors, their
pre-crime activities will be unconsciously reflected in locations and trajectories [13].

Due to advances in positioning technology and the increasing number of cameras,
smart mobile terminals, and WLAN networks, large amounts of fine-grained personal
trajectory data are collected. Such a large number of trajectories provide us with an
unprecedented opportunity to automatically discover helpful knowledge [14,15], such
as identifying suspicious movements and unusual activities. Therefore, crimes can be
prevented if people’s suspicious behaviors can be automatically detected by mining the
semantic information that is hidden in the trajectory data.

Under the pressure of safety issues, some studies have tried to develop suspicious
behavior detection methods using trajectories from unusual movement patterns in recent
years [16,17]. However, to prevent crimes, the current methods for suspicious behavior
detection from trajectory data suffer from the following problems: (1) they mainly focus on
abnormal moving patterns, but suspicious behaviors include not only abnormal movement
patterns but also unusual behaviors such as travel at unusual times; (2) the lack of detection
methods that are adapted to the complexity of suspicious behaviors in real scenes, such as
leaving midway while loitering around the crime scene; and (3) just presented some case
studies but lacked quantitative accuracy assessment because there is a lack of trajectory
datasets for validating detection algorithms of suspicious behaviors.

This study extends movement trajectory analysis to recognize people’s suspicious
behaviors that are likely to be a precursor to a crime. Moreover, we analyze the features
of different behaviors and propose novel algorithms for detecting suspicious behaviors
that are hidden in massive trajectory data. Rather than analyzing the causes of crime, we
provide a method for detecting suspicious behaviors before committing a crime in this
study. The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

(1) From the perspective of unusual movement patterns, unusual behaviors, and unusual
gatherings, we introduce and characterize eight suspicious behaviors that could be re-
flected in the individual trajectory. This information is crucial for developing an urban
safety-oriented early warning system and helping police make the community safer.

(2) Through analyzing the features of different suspicious behaviors, we propose and
implement the corresponding detection algorithms with strong robustness for the
complexity of real scenes. Specifically, the semantic information that is hidden in the
trajectory is mined to recognize the suspicious behaviors based on spatiotemporal
clustering, semantic annotation, trajectory pattern mining, outlier detection, and
other methods.

(3) A real trajectory set containing more than 1000 simulated suspicious behaviors was
collected and used to verify the proposed methods quantitatively.

2. Related Work

In this section, we briefly review the existing abnormal detection methods that are
based on trajectories, which can be divided into outlier trajectory detection and anomaly
behavior detection algorithms based on trajectory analysis [18].

2.1. Detection of Abnormal Trajectories Based on Outlier Detection

The main objective of outlier detection methods is to detect outlier trajectories with
large local or global differences from other trajectories using a similarity metric. Outlier
trajectory detection can be categorized as supervised classification-based, distance- and
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clustering-based, statistical model-based, and graph-based methods. The classification
methods utilize labeled data for training machine learning or deep learning classifiers to
classify the trajectory data. Since many labeled samples are required, and the model does
not directly classify abnormal samples, this method is rarely used. The distance-based
methods assume that a trajectory that is far from the other trajectories is an outlier [19].
However, the distance-based methods require a reasonable distance threshold to identify ab-
normal behaviors and consequently require subjective inputs. Therefore, some researchers
have proposed semi-supervised or unsupervised clustering methods using the trajectory
distance for clustering [20,21]. These methods assume that normal samples can be clustered
into several clusters, whereas samples that are difficult to classify into any cluster are
abnormal. The third method is based on a statistical model to infer abnormal behaviors,
which assumes that a sample is abnormal if the probability of generating its trajectory
by the model is low [22,23]. The graph-based methods transform the trajectory into a
person-place-time graph and group the nodes by their similarity for abnormal trajectory
detection [24].

The outlier detection method can effectively detect trajectories that differ significantly
from other trajectories in shape or other similarity metrics. There have been various effective
deep learning-based outlier detection methods in recent years [25]. However, in detecting
suspicious behaviors, the similarity measurements are not shape-based but intention-based,
which leads to a vague definition and may not be appropriate for applying common
trajectory mining or outlier detection methods. Moreover, the people’s behaviors before
committing crimes are often complex, and a trajectory that differs from other trajectories
does not necessarily indicate suspicious behavior and a threat to city safety. The detected
outlier trajectory lacks semantic information, and further analysis is required. Besides,
the high computational complexity and few suspicious behavior samples are key aspects,
especially when the technique is applied in real-life. Therefore, it is challenging to identify
suspicious behaviors that may endanger urban community safety only by using outlier
detection methods.

2.2. Abnormal Behavior Detection Based on Trajectory Analysis

The main goal of anomaly behavior detection algorithms that are based on trajectory
analysis is to extract the semantic information in the trajectory data using trajectory analysis
methods combined with domain knowledge. Subsequently, the rationality of the behaviors
is analyzed based on specific scenarios. For instance, pattern mining methods are frequently
used to discover semantic locations that are important to an individual; visits to infrequent
locations are then considered abnormal behavior. These methods have been widely applied
in healthcare [26,27], urban transportation [28,29], and maritime transportation [30,31].
For instance, some studies in healthcare research defined specific moving patterns (e.g.,
pacing, lapping) of wandering behaviors that were exhibited by patients with diseases
such as dementia and Alzheimer’s and used machine learning methods (e.g., decision
trees) to extract this behavior [27,32]. In addition to defining abnormal movement patterns
of moving objects, some studies investigated abnormal patterns that were related to the
relationship between moving objects and locations. For instance, dangerous behaviors
between pedestrians and roads include crossing the road border, illegal stay, road crossing,
moving along the curb, and entering the road [33]. Unusual behaviors between moving
objects and locations were classified as surround, escape, and return [34].

Nevertheless, there are few studies on detecting suspicious behaviors before com-
mitting a crime because of the complexity and difficulty of defining pre-crime movement
patterns. An interesting work describes the scenario of roaming behaviors that are related
to planned crimes and then derives formal specifications for detecting suspicious roaming
events from vehicle trajectories [16]. A recent study proposed the definitions of abnormal
behaviors (e.g., wandering, scouting, and random walking) threatening social safety and
used movement patterns to extract abnormal behaviors [17]. This is the closest work to our
approach. However, this work only detected suspicious behaviors based on movement
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patterns and ignored the historical behaviors, and the proposed method was verified on
simulated data and lacked quantitative evaluation on a real trajectory dataset. Finally, the
existing research lacks underlying criminological theories of suspicious behaviors.

3. Methodology

Suspicious behaviors refer to individual behavior patterns that seem unusual or out of
place, likely to be a precursor of a crime. We determined the types of suspicious behaviors
for the following two reasons: (1) Practicality. We conducted investigations at multiple
police stations and referred to government announcements in various countries [5,35–37],
thereby identifying some practical suspicious behaviors that may be signs of crime. (2) We
identify the behaviors that are hidden in trajectories from the three most commonly used
aspects of trajectory analysis: movement patterns, historical behavior semantics, and group
patterns. Considering that the focus of this study is to detect suspicious behaviors from
personal trajectory data, those suspicious behaviors that are unsuitable for detection using
trajectories are not included. Of course, we have to admit that the defined suspicious
behaviors in this work are not all, and other suspicious behaviors may be detected better
from other data sources. For example, someone peering into cars or windows is much
easier to detect in video surveillance.

Based on the principles of the detection algorithms, we divide suspicious behaviors
into three categories: unusual movement patterns, unusual behaviors, and unusual gather-
ings of individuals (Figure 1). The unusual movement patterns are movements that seem
out of place, consisting of features in motion (e.g., multiple large-angle direction changes)
and behaviors of individuals concerning locations (e.g., loitering around locations repeat-
edly). The unusual behaviors are certain behaviors that do not coincide with the historical
activity of this person, including visiting unusual locations, traveling at unusual times, and
unusual routes. Multiple individuals are gathered for longer than a certain period in a
small area is defined as crowd gathering, and members can enter and leave this group at
any time. In this paper, we propose the corresponding detection algorithm for the main
features of each suspicious behavior, rather than a deep learning method that automatically
extracts features. The main reasons are as follows: (1) Interpretability. It is essential for law
enforcement agencies to make adequate inferences from the detected results and ensure
that it is properly understood to develop appropriate strategies. Thus, we characterize
suspicious behaviors under the guidance of criminological theory. (2) The difficulty of
training. Suspicious behavior occurs much less often than regular behavior, so it is chal-
lenging to train a supervised machine learning model, especially a deep learning model.
(3) Efficiency. Algorithms that are used in policing systems need low time complexity to
avoid crimes effectively. Although these behaviors are not absolute confirmation of crimes,
recognizing the potential crimes based on these suspicious behaviors will significantly
reduce the crime rate.

In the following, we will clarify some of the key definitions that are used through-
out this paper. A trajectory is defined as the path of a person consisting of multiple
spatiotemporal points with time stamps. Each spatiotemporal point contains the loca-
tion, time, and the ID of the person; it can be expressed as T = <(lon1, lat1, time1, UserID),
(lon2, lat2, time2, UserID), . . . , (lonn, latn, timen, UserID)>. In practical applications, per-
sonal trajectories can be obtained from various sources, including smartphones, GPS
positioning terminals, surveillance cameras, and smart bracelets.

A stop SP = (x,y,tstart,dur) represents the location that a person is visiting, consisting
of a series of consecutive spatiotemporal trajectory points. In particular, a “stop” is not
entirely stationary, rather it denotes staying in a relatively small neighborhood for an
extended period. The coordinate (x,y) is the center position of the stop, which is obtained
by computing the average positions of all spatiotemporal points during the stop. tstart
represents the start time of the stop, and dur represents the duration of the stop, which is
calculated as the difference between the end time and the start time of the stop.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed method for suspicious behavior detection from the trajec-
tory data.

3.1. Algorithms for Detecting Unusual Movement Patterns

In order to recognize unusual movement patterns, we analyze the characteristics of
four suspicious behaviors and propose the corresponding methods, including aimlessly
wandering, frequent short stops, access to important places, and loitering around locations
repeatedly. Furthermore, these four behaviors can be divided into unusual movement
features and relationships with places.

3.1.1. Detection Based on Movement Features

(1) Aimlessly wandering

The routine activity approach assumed that for crimes to occur, there must be a
convergence in time and space of three minimal elements: a likely offender, a suitable
target, and the absence of a capable guardian against the crime [9]. The offender (e.g.,
theft and vandals) searches for a suitable crime scene and the target to conduct criminal
activities [8]. Thus, it is important to notice a stranger wandering in the neighborhood or
walking across the streets repeatedly and aimlessly. Aimlessly wandering is defined as
abruptly changing direction many times in a short period in this work. The main feature
of this type of suspicious behavior is that a person makes several large-angle changes in a
short period (Figure 2). Generally, pedestrians do not make more than three large-angle
turns in a short period. For instance, if people leave home and forget their keys, they only
make two large-angle turns while turning back and leaving again.
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Figure 2. The schematic (a) and actual trajectory (b) of aimlessly wandering. Each curve in (a) corre-
sponds to a large directional change.

Thus, the detection algorithm traverses each spatiotemporal point in the sequence
to search for large-angle changes. Nevertheless, noise and short stops may also cause
large changes in the heading angle (Figure 3). Therefore, it is necessary to analyze several
spatiotemporal points before and after the current point to determine whether the large-
angle change is correct. The velocity of the point pi is vi, the heading angle is hi, and the
conditions for determining whether there is a large-angle change in direction at point pi
are as follows:

(1) Does not belong to a stop: ∀p ∈ {pi−3, pi−2, pi−1, pi, pi+1, pi+2, pi+3} /∈ any stop;
(2) Complete a large-angle change: ∑3

j=i−1
(
hj − hj−1

)
> angle, angle is the threshold of

the turning angle.
(3) End of turning: ∑3

j=i+1
(
hj − hj−1

)
< angle.

(4) The person is moving:
∑3

j=i−1 vj
3 > speed, speed is the minimum speed threshold.

(5) Drift not caused by noise: vj <(vj−1 + vj−2) and
∑2

j=2(hi+j−hi−j)
2 > anglemin, anglemin

is the mean angle difference threshold.
(6) Continue to travel a certain distance in the current direction after completing a large-

angle turn.

Figure 3. Several cases of large-angle changes in the heading angle. (a) correct large-angle change,
(b) false large-angle change that is caused by noise, and (c) false large-angle change that is caused by
a short stop.

(2) Frequent short stops

Crime pattern theory proposes that crime is perpetrated at those places and times
where a motivated criminal’s awareness space overlaps with the spatiotemporal distribu-
tion of attractive criminal opportunities [38]. It assumes that offenders should be aware of
a location in order to be able to choose it as a target [39]. Besides, the foraging perspective
also emphasizes that offenders learn about their environment when committing the first
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offence in a particular location [11]. For example, a possible drug dealer, sex offender, or
burglar may observe the planned crime scenes without lights at night, around schools,
residential streets, or playgrounds. The main feature is that a person moves slowly and
exhibits multiple short stops in a short time, and this is defined as frequent short stops
behavior. The person may not come to a complete stop but may move at a slow speed or
move back and forth in a small area (Figure 4).

Figure 4. An example of a trajectory of frequent short stops. Each red circle indicates a short stop.

To identify this behavior, a spatiotemporal clustering algorithm is chosen to detect
high-density clusters with strong aggregation in the spatiotemporal dimension. More
specifically, the neighborhood of a spatiotemporal point is defined as the longest continuous
subsequence starting from this point. The spatial distance from the starting point is less
than the specified distance threshold d1 for all points in the sequence. The neighborhood of
point Pi can be expressed as:

NeighborPi = {Pi+1, Pi+2, . . . , Pi+n−1, Pi+n} st.∀P ∈ NeighborPi , distanceP,Pi < d1, (1)

where NeighborPi is the neighborhood of the spatiotemporal point Pi, and distanceP,Pi is the
spatial distance from P to Pi.

The density of the neighborhood is defined as the period of the sequence. Points
with a density exceeding the period threshold t1 were denoted as core points; otherwise,
they were identified as noise. These definitions were integrated into the density-based
spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) algorithm to identify the stops
in the trajectory [40]. Once the detection process was completed, all the stops that were
adjacent in both time and space were merged to ensure that the entire stop would not be
divided into several smaller stops.

Moreover, it is determined whether there are multiple short stops in the trajectory
within a certain time interval after the extraction is completed. The time interval threshold
is T, the stop duration threshold is D, and the minimum number of short stops is N. If there
are frequent short stops, a set of stops occurs:

stopset = {(x1, y1, tstart1, dur1), . . . (xn, yn, tstartn, durn)}, (2)

where n ≥ N, tstartn ≤ tstart1 + T, and ∀dur ∈ {dur1 . . . durn}, dur < D.

3.1.2. Detection Based on the Relationship between Individuals and Places

(1) Loitering around a public place

Similar to frequent short stops, the optimal foraging and crime pattern theory can also
explain the behaviors of loitering around a public place [11,38]. Loitering around refers
to observing planned crime scenes repeatedly before committing crimes. The acquired
knowledge reduces offenders’ uncertainty about targets. Persons that are loitering around
schools, parks, or secluded areas may be possible burglars, sex offenders, or drug dealers.
The main feature is that the same person repeatedly loiters around a public place several
times, forming a circular trajectory (Figure 5). The person may not observe the area
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continuously, e.g., they may go around a site in the morning and again in the evening
or stop and leave the area briefly. In addition, there may be two circular trajectories in
different directions. Therefore, the detection algorithm should be robust and adaptable to
the complexity of real scenes.

Figure 5. An example of a trajectory of loitering.

Since the main feature is repeatedly loitering around a place, the proposed loitering
detection algorithm comprises of circle extraction and overlap detection. The objective is
to find the sequence of circles in the trajectory and determine whether loitering behavior
has occurred by detecting overlapping circles. The trajectories are mapped onto grids to
solve the problem that the head and tail points of a circle may not be closed due to the
positioning accuracy. This method is not affected by midway stops or noise fluctuations
and has better robustness than only detecting lapping movement patterns. The specific
steps are as follows:

Step 1: Starting from the first spatiotemporal point in the sequence and traversing
backward, the algorithm searches for the point with the same position as the current point.
After finding the point pair that meets the condition, if the time difference between the two
spatiotemporal points does not exceed the threshold Tmax, and the area of the polygon that
is formed by the spatiotemporal point sequence between the two points is larger than the
area threshold Smin, the polygon forms a circle, which is denoted as Polygon.

Step 2: If the data stack containing the detected circles is empty, or the point sequence
of the polygon (Polygons) at the top of the stack does not have a time intersection with
the sequence of the Polygon, the Polygon is added to the stack. The algorithm goes back
to Step 1 and continues the traversal. If the time intersects, the algorithm proceeds to the
next step.

Step 3: If there is almost no spatial overlap, the Polygon is added to the stack, and
the traversal continues. If the Polygon overlaps with most of the Polygons (e.g., more than
80%), it indicates that the same circle has been detected more than once. Thus, the circle
is ignored, and the traversal continues. If there is partial overlap, the circle at the top of
the stack is updated to the circle with the larger spatial area. The algorithm goes back to
Step 1 and continues the traversal.

Step 4: After traversing all the spatiotemporal points in the detecting trajectory, the
ratios of the overlapping areas of each of the two circles in the stack are calculated as follows:

r(i, j) =
areaPolygoni ∩ Polygonj

min
(

areaPolygonj
, areaPolygonj

) , (3)

where r(i, j) denotes the proportion of overlapping polygons Polygoni and Polygonj in

the stack, min
(

areaPolygonj
, areaPolygonj

)
denotes the minimum area between Polygoni and

Polygonj, and areaPolygoni ∩ Polygonj
denotes the area of overlap of Polygoni and Polygonj.

If r(i, j) is greater than the overlap ratio threshold r, loitering behavior occurs in
Polygoni and Polygonj.

The pseudo-code of this algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1:
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Algorithm 1: The pseudocode of loitering detection
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(2) Access to important areas

Crime opportunities are concentrated in space, and hot spots can drive up the local
crime rate [41,42]. Thus, there are some important places to watch to prevent crimes.
Access to important places refers to that a person intentionally approaches some areas,
which are crime hot spots or crime generators. The important places to watch may include
government buildings, schools, gas stations, and public transportations. For example, a
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person may remain in the vicinity of the key surveillance area of a police department longer
than expected. The person may be stationary or move around the area slowly.

Herein, the spatial analysis between important places and trajectories should be
conducted. Buffer zones are created around important areas. If the time of the trajectory
inside the buffer zone exceeds a certain length, the trajectory is considered to have access
to an important area.

3.2. Algorithms for Detecting Unusual Behaviors

Except for the above abnormal movement patterns in trajectories, some trajectories
may be similar to others but contain different semantic information due to unusual locations
or times. These unusual behaviors are certain behaviors that do not coincide with the
historical pattern of this person, including unusual routes, visit locations, and travel times.
Before analyzing behaviors, segmenting the trajectory into sequences in which “moving”
and “stop” episodes alternately appear is necessary. The stop detection method that was
used here is the same as the method that was described in frequent short stop detection
in Section 3.1.1. It is assumed that if individuals have stopped, they must be doing
meaningful activities at specific places, and therefore, the stops are considered as visiting
places. After segmenting the trajectories into “moving” and “stop” episodes, whether the
current behavior is unusual is analyzed using the following methods.

3.2.1. Unusual Route Detection

The route, which is different from the usual historical routes for the same start and
end points, is termed an unusual route. This demonstrates that persons may have traveled
to other locations or met with other people on the route. Suppose an unusual route passes
through an important location, or it appears that other suspects are at the same location
on the unusual route. In that case, the relevant authorities should investigate it further.
Historical and unusual routes may not be unique (Figure 6), and the usual historical route
is not necessarily the shortest but may be related to local road conditions.

Figure 6. Schematic of an unusual route.

To determine whether the current route is unusual, we propose a clustering-based
outlier detection method, which mainly includes trajectory distance calculation and clus-
tering. The sequence of spatiotemporal points between two stops forms a route, and the
searched routes, which are consistent with (or opposite to) the start and end of the current
detecting route, form a historical route set. The distance between routes is calculated by
the DTW strategy [43] and the Manhattan distance. Due to the difference in the sampling
interval and moving speed, the sequence lengths of two identical routes differ, and the
spatiotemporal points are difficult to align. The DTW method calculates the distance or
similarity between the time sequences by extending and shortening the time sequence.
The same point may match different points in another sequence. DTW uses the sum of
the distances between all similar points, called the warp path distance, to measure the
distance between the time sequences. To make the distance calculation more efficient, the
trajectories are mapped onto grids to reduce the sequence length. Since the city layout
is usually regular in blocks, the Manhattan distance is chosen to calculate the distance
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between matching spatiotemporal points. In the plane, the Manhattan distance between
point i at coordinates (x1, y1) and point j at coordinates (x2, y2) is:

d(i, j) = |x1 − x2|+ |y1 − y2|. (4)

The core idea of DTW is to find the shortest warp route distance between the sequence
Q = (q1, q2, . . . , qn) and the sequence P = (p1, p2, . . . , pm), and the solution is based on the
dynamic programming algorithm. The recursive formula is as follows:

Lmin
(
qi, pj

)
= min

{
Lmin

(
qi−1, pj

)
, Lmin

(
qi, pj−1

)
, Lmin

(
qi−1, pj−1

)}
+ d

(
qi, pj

)
(5)

where d
(
qi, pj

)
denotes the Manhattan distance between node qi in route Q and node

pj in route P, Lmin
(
qi, pj

)
denotes the shortest warp distance between (q1, q2, . . . , qi) and

(p1, p2, . . . , pj), where Lmin(q1, p1) = d(q1, p1).
After calculating the distance between every two routes in the historical route set,

the DBSCAN algorithm [40] is used to cluster the routes. The distance threshold of the
neighbor is set to the average distance between all the routes in the historical route set. If
the current route is marked as noise by the DBSCAN algorithm, the route is considered an
unusual route.

The code of the detection algorithm of the unusual route is shown in Algorithm 2:

Algorithm 2: The pseudocode of unusual route detection
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3.2.2. Algorithm for Detecting Unusual Visit Locations

Brantingham and Brantingham hypothesize that offenders may avoid targets immedi-
ately adjacent to their homes to avoid being recognized [44]. People who do not seem to
belong in the workplace, neighborhood, campus, or anywhere are considered suspicious
persons that are out of place [42]. The unusual visit location is featured by a person visiting
locations that are never or rarely visited before, and locations of interest differ for different
people. The algorithm searches for historical stops of the person with the same semantic
meaning as the location of the current stop (e.g., the same university, the same neighbor-
hood) or the close geographic location. Thus, the semantic annotation for visited places
is needed after detecting stops. An unsupervised place annotation method [45] is used
to infer the visited locations. In this method, a spatiotemporal probability model for the
candidate places is created and decomposed into the spatial, duration, and visiting time
probabilities. The spatiotemporal probability of a candidate place Oi corresponding to the
stop point SP=((x, y), t, dur) can be expressed as

P(Oi|(x, y), t, dur) = P(t|Oi)·P(dur|Oi)·P(Oi|(x, y))· P((x, y))
P((x, y), t, dur)

, (6)

where (x, y) is the coordinate of the stop center of SP; dur is the duration of SP; t is the
visiting (start) time of SP; P(t|Oi) is the visiting time probability; P(dur|Oi) is the duration
probability; P(Oi|(x, y)) is the spatial probability; and P((x,y))

P((x,y),t,dur) is a constant for the
same stop.

For each stop, the candidate place with the highest visit probability is marked as the
visited place. If less than a certain number of stops meet the condition of the same visit
place or close geographic location, it is considered an unusual visit location.

3.2.3. Algorithm for Detecting Unusual Visit Time

A given location may be ideal for crime at one time but unfavorable for crime at
another [42]. For example, a street robber might be able to attack a victim at a darker time
when others are absent. The unusual visit time refers to a person that is traveling at a time
that occurs infrequently compared to travel history and visiting a specific location. Similarly,
there may be differences in the usual travel times of different people. The sequence between
two stops corresponds to one trip. The algorithm finds the historical trajectories with the
close travel time to the current trajectory in the historical travels of the person. The visit
time is considered unusual if the number of travels is less than a pre-setting value. The
detected unusual visit time may indicate the person’s abnormal behavior that is caused by
some reasons such as committing a crime.

3.3. Detection Algorithm for Crowd Gathering

Multiple persons that are gathered together for longer than a certain period of time
in a small area is defined as a crowd gathering. A gathering represents a crowd event or
incident that involves a congregation of objects, such as celebrations, parades, traffic jams,
and other public gatherings [46]. Discovering unusual gatherings over trajectories can help
monitor and predict public safety issues.

We combine the spatiotemporal snapshot and density clustering to detect crowd
gathering. If there exists at least M participators in each snapshot cluster of a spatial-closed
crowd, it forms a gathering. Specifically, we begin at the detection start time tstart and
search the positions of all persons at each time step tinterval(e.g., 1 min). The position at
the i-th moment (tstart + i ∗ tinterval) is the average position of all the spatiotemporal points
of the people from the previous moment to that moment. Next, the DBSCAN algorithm
is used to determine whether a cluster exists at each moment. The neighborhood sample
threshold is set to the minimum number of participants, and the neighborhood distance
threshold is set to 50 m. If a cluster exists, people are gathering at the current moment. If
the total gathering time is longer than the time threshold N, crowd gathering is occurring.
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As shown in Figure 7, crowd gathering occurs from T2 to T(2+N) when there are more than
five people.

Figure 7. Schematic of crowd gathering. The gray circles show that people are gathering at the moment.

4. Experiments and Results
4.1. Trajectory Dataset with Suspicious Behaviors

An experiment was conducted to extract the suspicious behaviors from our collected
trajectory dataset called TucityLife to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Since the high spatiotemporal-resolution trajectory data of real crimes is confidential and
challenging to collect, we organized volunteers to conduct the above suspicious behaviors
under the guidance and assistance of the police officers and collected the trajectories. The
TucityLife dataset was collected by 28 volunteers in a city in west China from 17 July to
24 August 2021. The participants volunteered to record daily activities and suspicious
behaviors over a period of more than four weeks. During everyday life, each volunteer ran-
domly performed some suspicious behaviors anytime and anywhere. The volunteers that
were involved in data collection were in different occupations, such as company employees,
college students, and police officers. During the data collection, the geographic location
information of each volunteer was collected using a custom-built location APP which was
installed on Android smartphones, and the location data was uploaded and stored to the
cloud database in real-time. As the GPS trackers collected private locations, a privacy
protection contract was signed by each participant. A total of 2,907,951 spatiotemporal
points were collected in the campaign. The time interval for positioning varies from 1 to
20 s, depending on the travel speed.

The volunteers completed a daily activity log every night, which included the time
and type of daily activities and suspicious behaviors. The activity log was checked daily
by playing back the trajectory to ensure the quality of the data collection. The activity log
recorded more than 1000 suspicious activities, meeting the requirements of this study for
verifying suspicious behaviors.

Noise is present in the original trajectory data due to signal blockages. Thus, pre-
processing is required to remove the spatiotemporal point drift due to occlusion and
duplicate uploads in case of a poor connection. Due to the fact that the noise in the
trajectory is signal drift that is caused by the obstruction of buildings or other objects,
therefore, the noise points are not located on the original route. The proposed method
removes those noise based on three characteristics: positioning accuracy, speed, and a
change in the heading angle. In the trajectory noise removal, the positioning accuracy
threshold is 50 m, the maximum speed threshold is 100 km/h, and the maximum heading
angle change is 150◦.
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4.2. Experiments for Suspicious Behavior Detection
4.2.1. Evaluation Indices

The suspicious behavior information that was recorded in the activity log of the
TucityLife dataset was used as the true value, and the accuracy was checked by comparing
the detected suspicious behavior with the true value. The precision, recall, and F1-score of
the suspicious behaviors were calculated as follows:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, (7)

where TP is the number of true positives, i.e., the detected suspicious behaviors that were
successfully matched with the activity log, FP is the number of false positives, i.e., the
detected suspicious behaviors unsuccessfully matched with the activity log.

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
, (8)

where FN is the number of false negatives, i.e., the suspicious behaviors in the activity log
that were not detected successfully.

F1− score =
2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
(precision + recall)

. (9)

4.2.2. Parameter Setting

The parameter settings in the study are grouped into rule sensitivity and algorithm
parameters. Rule sensitivity parameters refer to the parameters that are set in the rules,
which determine the number of detected suspicious behaviors. These parameters can be
adjusted, but it is important to note that the stricter the parameter value, the less suspicious
behavior is derived. Algorithm parameters refer to the thresholds that are used in the
algorithm to detect suspicious behavior. After performing some experiments, we define
the parameters as follows.

(1) Rule sensitivity parameters

The detection rules for frequent short stops are a minimum of 3 stops of less than
10 min in 2 h. The minimum time for accessing an important area is 5 min. The minimum
density of neighborhoods for unusual route clustering is 3. The detection rule for unusual
visit locations is less than 3 visits to the same location or the same geographical area. An
unusual visit time is defined as less than 3 travels with travel moments that are less than
15 min apart. The minimum number of participants for crowd gathering is 10, and the
minimum gathering time is 30 min.

(2) Algorithm parameters

Loitering detection is performed by mapping the spatiotemporal points in 50 m × 50 m
grids with a maximum time difference threshold of 120 min and a minimum area of 5 grids.
Loitering occurs when the proportion of two overlapping polygons exceeds 50%. The angle
threshold for aimlessly wandering is 150◦, the speed threshold is 0.4 m/s, and the mean
angle difference threshold is 100◦. In the stop extraction, the distance threshold for the stop
points is 60 m, and the time threshold is 300 s; the distance threshold for the merge is 60 m,
and the time threshold is 240 s. In the semantic extraction, the search radius is 200 m. The
sensitivity of the parameters will be analyzed in Section 4.4.
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4.2.3. Compared Methods

To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first attempt at characterizing
suspicious behaviors simultaneously from historical behaviors, movement, and crowd
patterns. However, some existing abnormal behavior detection methods can be extended
for comparison. To identify the wandering behavior of elderly people, Vuong proposed an
algorithm to divide the trajectories into random, lapping, pacing, and random patterns [27].
Moreover, a recent work used this algorithm to recognize lapping patterns as wandering
behaviors for crime prevention [17]. In this work, the lapping pattern is defined as circuitous
locomotion revisiting, which is similar to loitering around a public place in our article.
Thus, we compared the loitering detection accuracy with this work. A novel method
called θ_WD was proposed to detect multiple sharp changes in moving directions in travel
traces [47]. Consequently, we compared the aimlessly wandering detection accuracy with
this method. In addition, the local outlier factor (LOF) [48] is usually chosen to identify
outliers. Therefore, we compared the accuracy of using LOF and DBSCAN in unusual route
detection. Since we did not find a similar method to detect other suspicious behaviors, no
comparison was performed for those behaviors.

4.3. Results and Accuracy Assessment

A total of 215 incidents of access to important areas, 130 loitering incidents, 136 in-
cidents of aimlessly wandering, 104 frequent short stops, 592 unusual visit locations,
229 unusual routes, 220 unusual visit times, and 1 crowd gathering behavior were detected
in the TucityLife dataset. The accuracies of detecting the access to important areas, loitering,
aimlessly wandering, frequent short stops, and crowd gathering were verified and the
results are listed in Table 1. History-based suspicious behaviors must be analyzed using
long-term historical information, which are easily mislabeled in an activity log; therefore,
the unusual visit location and visit time were not checked for accuracy. The accuracy of
detecting the unusual routes was verified by manually comparing the regular route clusters
with the unusual route; the precision is shown in Table 1. The recall rate of all the six
suspicious behaviors is 93.5%, and the precision is 87.6%; the recall and precision of all the
categories are relatively high. Comparative experiments (Figure 8) show that our method
outperforms the compared methods as described in Section 4.2.3 in detecting all three sus-
picious behaviors. By analyzing the detected results, we found that the compared method
cannot effectively identify discontinuous loitering behaviors in detecting loitering, such
as leaving briefly. In the detection of aimlessly wandering and unusual route behaviors,
the comparison methods were more sensitive to noise. The results show that the proposed
method could detect suspicious behaviors that were hidden in the massive trajectory data,
providing decision support for the early detection of safety incidents. Identifying the
possible offenders and potential target places in advance will play an essential role in urban
safety management

Table 1. Accuracies of the detection algorithms for the suspicious behaviors.

Type of Suspicious
Behaviors

Number of
Logged

Behaviors

Number of
Detected

Behaviors

Number of
Correctly Detected

Behaviors
Recall Precision F1-Score

Access to important areas 215 215 205 0.953 0.953 0.953
Loitering 123 130 118 0.959 0.908 0.933

Aimlessly wandering 120 136 106 0.883 0.779 0.828
Frequent short stops 93 104 86 0.925 0.827 0.873

Unusual route - 229 198 - 0.865 -
Crowd gathering 1 1 1 1.000 1.000 1.000

Total - 815 714 0.935 0.876 0.905
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Figure 8. Comparison of the accuracy of different methods in suspicious behavior detection. The
compared methods include the method that was proposed by Wu et al. [17] for loitering detection,
θ_WD [47] for aimlessly wandering detection, and LOF [48] for unusual route detection.

4.4. Sensitivity Analysis of the Algorithm Parameters

Due to the complexity of suspicious behavior detection in real scenarios, some pa-
rameters should be determined according to the environment and application scenario. In
this section, we compare the accuracies of varying parameters in aimlessly wandering and
loitering detection (Figure 9). In aimlessly wandering detection, setting a small turning
angle threshold and mean angle difference threshold may detect normal turns as suspicious
ones. Moreover, when the conditions are too strict, some unusual behaviors may be missed
by the algorithm. Thus, the turning angle threshold was set as 150◦, and the mean angle
difference threshold was set as 100◦ in the experiment. Likewise, in loitering detection, the
grid size was set as 50 × 50 m, and the overlap ratio threshold was set as 0.5. Finally, we
recommend that subsequent research uses the parameters as suggested.

Figure 9. Accuracy of suspicious behavior detection with varying parameters from the TucityLife
dataset. (a) aimlessly wandering; (b) loitering.
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4.5. Typical Cases of the Suspicious Behaviors

The case studies for detecting suspicious behaviors are presented to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method in identifying potential crimes.

Figure 10 shows examples of the trajectories of aimlessly wandering: (1) a person
repeatedly meandering around the same street (Figure 10a–d); (2) a person changing direc-
tion multiple times to walk between multiple streets (Figure 10e–h); (3) a person changing
direction multiple times while walking around an area (Figure 10i,j). These results are
consistent with searching for suitable criminal targets and show that the proposed detection
method can identify multiple types of aimlessly wandering behavior. Sometimes normal
residents may also have a similar movement pattern, so when this pattern occurs, the police
should comprehensively consider whether the person is a stranger in the neighborhood
and whether the area is a high-risk area.

Figure 10. Examples of the trajectories of aimlessly wandering in the TucityLife dataset. Aimlessly
wandering on the same road (a–d), on different roads (e–h), and in an area (i,j).

The examples of trajectories of loitering are shown in Figure 11. The circling behavior
of a person while observing an area is often not continuous and may be accompanied by
stops (Figure 11a) and departures (Figure 11c–f). In other words, it may be possible to
visit an area once in the morning and again in the afternoon. A person may visit multiple
areas at the same time when selecting a crime scene and revisit the intended area after a
comparison (Figure 11g–i). The results demonstrate that the proposed loitering detection
algorithm is robust and can identify the suspicious trajectory in these complex scenarios. A
stranger loitering around schools, parks, or secluded areas that may become an offender
should be noticed. The information can be used to help police to determine the potential
crime scenes.
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Figure 11. Examples of the trajectories of loitering that were extracted from the TucityLife dataset.
(a) Loitering and stopping; (b) loitering; (c–f) loitering and leaving briefly; (g–i) multiple areas are
examined simultaneously.

The trajectories of frequent short stops are illustrated in Figure 12. Several trajectories
with multiple short stops occurring within a short time are shown. There are more short
stops than normal trajectories, and aimless wandering and loitering may also occur. The
stops that were detected by the proposed method show that the person observes the area
and learns about the environment, corresponding to an offender observing the surrounding
environment. This information can help police to detect suspicious behaviors before a
crime occurs.

Figure 12. Examples of frequent short stops that were detected from the TucityLife dataset. (a–e) Sev-
eral trajectories with multiple short stops (red circle) occurring within a short time.
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The examples of detected unusual routes are shown in Figure 13. For routes with
the same start and end points, several unusual routes are significantly different from the
historical route, demonstrating that persons may have traveled to other locations or met
with others on the route. If an unusual route passes through an important location, or it
appears that other suspects are at the same location on the unusual route, the police should
investigate it further.

Figure 13. Examples of the unusual routes that were detected from the TucityLife dataset.
(a–c) Several trajectories of unusual (brown) and normal (black) routes which are mapped on
50 m × 50 m grids.

5. Discussion

This work aims to help the police to recognize people’s suspicious behaviors using
personal trajectory data. In this way, resources can be deployed more accurately in place
and time. Thus, we analyzed the characteristics of different behaviors and proposed the
corresponding methods to capture the main features that were manifested in the trajectories.
Someone might assume that criminals would be smart enough to vary where they spend
their time, particularly if police use various information that may pinpoint the likelihood
of a crime occurring in an area. Nevertheless, location preferences tend to be subtle
and unconscious in many cases [13], even if humans are aware of a vast majority of their
behaviors. In addition, the existing criminology theories were used to analyze what leads to
these suspicious behaviors. It is important for law enforcement agencies to make adequate
inferences from the data and to make sure that it is properly understood to develop fitting
strategies. Thus, our method will be a good complement to the existing means, such as
surveillance cameras.

The proposed method has the following advantages in suspicious behavior detection.
First, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first attempt at characterizing
suspicious behaviors simultaneously from historical behaviors, movement, and crowd
patterns. Moreover, we developed robust algorithms for detecting suspicious behaviors
that were hidden in massive trajectory data by considering behavioral semantics and
historical behavior, which will provide decision support for the early detection of safety
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incidents. Identifying the possible participants and potential places of a crime in advance
will play an essential role in urban safety management. Finally, validation experiments on
our trajectory dataset demonstrated the ability to detect suspicious behaviors. The case
studies of detecting suspicious behaviors show that the proposed method can effectively
identify the suspicious trajectory in these complex scenarios.

5.1. Practical Applications

It is expected that our method could become part of predictive policing. A growing
body of research indicates that police departments are turning into the integration of data-
driven decision-making to prevent crime [49]. Legal mandates for police to process data
have expanded and allowed for more data collection, longer data retention periods, and
data sharing [49]. On the one hand, the prevalent surveillance cameras and the widespread
use of mobile phones provide data sources for trajectory data collection in public places.
Several studies have discussed the right of the police to collect and use citizens’ personal
data for crime prevention [3,50], but this is not the focus of this article and, therefore, will
not be discussed in detail. On the other hand, existing police systems can identify people
in public places. Besides, offender-based modeling creates risk profiles for individuals,
and geospatial modeling generates risk profiles for locations [51]. So our method can
target high-risk people and locations, not all people. At the same time, our method does
not use algorithms such as deep learning with high time complexity but a more efficient
pattern mining method. For example, extracting all suspicious behaviors in a four-hour
trajectory takes only a few seconds using a personal computer. Therefore, it can meet the
requirements of the police system.

The proposed method can extract suspicious behaviors from trajectory data, but
whether this behavior is likely to form a crime must be determined by incorporating
multiple sources of information to reduce the number of false alarms. For example, the
risks of frequent short stops in a park and a gas station are much different, and the risks
of unusual visit locations of ordinary people and suspects are also different. Therefore,
although our method can mine suspicious behavior patterns, it is necessary to assess the
incident risk by considering information on people, time, location, and historical incidents
in practical applications.

5.2. Limitations

Consequently, this work has some limitations in the following aspects. First, the
characteristics of the input trajectories are crucial. For instance, since the movement
patterns of the trajectories must be extracted, individual trajectories with a time interval
of more than 30 s or spatial accuracy of more than 50 m are not suitable for analyzing the
proposed suspicious behaviors. Similarly, trajectory datasets covering less than one week
are not suitable for the proposed unusual route, visit location, and visit time detection.
Second, due to the complexity of suspicious behavior detection in real scenarios, some
parameters should be defined according to the environment and application scenarios.
Although we have done sensitivity analysis on some parameters, further evaluation is still
needed. Third, we identified eight suspicious behaviors that were suitable for trajectory
detection from three aspects of trajectory analysis, but these are certainly not all. Fourth,
due to the privacy of human trajectory data, we collected the trajectories of volunteers.
Although we trained volunteers with the assistance of the police and tried to increase the
randomness of the experiment, there still exist differences between our experiments and
real crimes. Last, similar to the algorithms using video surveillance, our algorithm will fail
to detect if experienced offenders try to avoid suspicious behaviors.

Future work will consider recruiting more volunteers to collect trajectory data and
extend the verification in different cities. We will also consider using video surveillance
data to obtain trajectories for multimodal suspicious behavior detection.
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6. Conclusions

This work characterized several suspicious behaviors, including aimlessly wandering,
frequent short stops, loitering, access to important areas, unusual routes, unusual visit
time, unusual visit location, and crowd gathering, in perspective of unusual movement
patterns, unusual behaviors, and unusual crowd patterns. Afterward, to capture the main
features of each suspicious behavior, the corresponding algorithms were developed based
on DBSCAN clustering, trajectory semantic annotation, movement pattern detection, and
other methods. The proposed methods were verified with the TucityLife trajectory dataset
that was collected in west China. The results of extracting the suspicious behaviors from
this dataset using the proposed methods showed a recall of 93.5% and a precision of
87.6% for 815 detected suspicious behaviors, outperforming several other methods. The
high accuracy of the proposed method indicates its effectiveness in helping police detect
suspicious behaviors and identify the possible offenders and potential target places before
it occurs. The case study showed that the proposed method was adaptable to complex
practical situations and had high robustness and applicability. It is believed that the
contributions and implementations of this study are valuable for preventing city crimes
and supporting the appropriate allocation of police resources.
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